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Instituut Schreuder: een dynamische en lerende school die elk kind tot volle ontplooiing kan laten komen.
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Important dates
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Schreudertheater
Study day teachers; all pupils have no school
/ fr. 21-02
Spring break
Information meeting for new parents
KOM-gesprek ( parent-child-teacher) and 1st school report
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Schreuder Theater postponed
The Schreuder Theater was originally planned for Friday 31 January. Due to
the scheduled strike of January 30 and 31, this edition has unfortunately been
canceled. In order to be able to show you all the beautiful things, we have
decided to relocate the Schreudertheater to Friday 7 February.
Each group gives a performance of approximately 8 minutes.
The time slots are:
• 13.05 - 13.35 group 3, group 4 and group 6
• 13:40 - 14:05 group 1/2, group 7 / 8b and drama group*
• 14:10 - 14:35 group 5, group 7 / 8a and drama group*.
Your child will also invite you to come. If you want to come and have a look, you can take a seat behind the
children, on the stairs or at the top of the balustrade. Due to privacy, we would like to ask that you only take
pictures of your own child. We’re looking forward to welcoming you!
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* some pupils from the upper classes give a presentation that they have devised and practiced during groupbreaking crea!

Parent Room NT2
This parent room will be dedicated to bilingual or multilingual
education.
How do you do that?
What does that do to children?
What are the recommendations?
How does it work in practice?
What is tricky? What is nice?
The working language will be English this morning. There is Dutch
translation.
Speaker and experience expert: Gertrude O`Byrne
Hopefully until Thursday 6 February at 8.45 am in the BSO-room on the first floor!

LVS tests (pupil follow system / and Cito tests)
In the weeks of 20th of January to 31st of January we are taking the CITO tests at school. This happens twice
a year, in January and in June. These non-method bound tests are important to be able to measure the skill
growth of students over a longer period (5 school months). They are more objective and enable comparison
with other students, groups, schools, etc. With the Cito tests we can follow the development of all individual
pupils, groups of pupils and the education at our school.
The teachers also take method-bound tests from the children, from group 3. These tests tell a teacher
whether the goals that have been discussed in a certain period are mastered. A test associated with the
teaching method is an important tool, because a teacher can determine the approach for the next lesson
based on this information. The results of these tests have a strong connection with his daily teaching
practice.
The non-method bound tests from Cito provide information about the development of a student in relation
to the previous measuring moment(s). The tests provide answers to questions such as: can the student's
degree of progress in the recent period, be compared to the degree of progress in the preceding periods? Is
his / her development still showing an upward trend or are the progress stagnating? Is the student still 'on
schedule'?
The non-method bound tests also provide information about the quality of education at school level. They
provide answers to questions such as: what does education deliver in terms of results? How does the actual
development work? What effect do certain measures and efforts have? An important difference between
the Cito tests and the method-bound tests is that the Cito test is a national test: it is compared with all
children in the Netherlands.
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Which Cito keys do we take?
• Language for preschool children, group 2
• Arithmetic for preschool children, group 2
• Arithmetic and mathematics, groups 3 to 8
• Reading comprehension, groups 5 to 8
• AVI (technical reading on text level), groups 3 to 8
• DMT (technical reading at word level), groups 3 to 8
• Spelling, groups 3 to 8
• Vocabulary, groups 3 to 8
• Study skills, groups 6 to 8
What do we do after the test?
All results are analyzed by the teachers, together with the internal supervisor. These analyses, together with
the experiences in the group, will be used in the coming period to coordinate the offer in the lessons with
the educational needs of the child. In addition, the results are looked at at group and school level in a trend
analysis. The parents will hear, during the KOM interviews (15 minutes conversations with the teacher), the
results on the tests taken in February. But through the parent portal ParnasSys you can view this data earlier,
just like the results of the method bound tests. The ParnasSys Portal is now closed so that the teachers can
first analyze the results of the tests themselves.
Report and KOM interview
In the week before the spring break you can sign up for a KOM interview, in which the school report will be
the topic of discussion. These KOM interviews are planned from 26 February to 10 March. The report is
prepared 15 minutes before the interview for you and your child, along with other schoolwork of your child.
After the KOM interview you can take the report home. After 3 weeks we expect the report to be brought
back to school. Groups 1 and 2 do not have a school report. A KOM interview is of course still possible.

Welcome new school students
In the past month 4 new students started in group 1 at Instituut Schreuder. It
is nice if you as a parent get to know the parents of these students and it is
also useful to know when you want to make a play appointment: Jan
Stahievitch, Anna Verdonck,
Joya Veldman, Laura Veliz Munoz.
In group 6 Yasmin Ben Tani has started and in group 7B Rayan Ben Tani.
We wish the new students a pleasant and educational time at our school!
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Start programming weeks
After the spring break, the programming weeks for the children in groups 5 to 8 begin.
Children grow up in a world that is increasingly influenced by technology. They use it daily, but often do not
know how technology really works. During the lessons of Bomberbot, children work on important 21st
century skills, such as critical and creative thinking, problem solving, collaboration and communication. The
students learn the basics of programming with Bomberbot. The children of group 5 start with the first 5
lessons.
Group 6 takes lessons 6 to 10 from Bomberbot. They can get their diploma this school year. Working on the
assignments at home is necessary.
The children in groups 7 and 8 start working with code.org. They do an introductory course, in which
different programming languages are discussed. There are more courses on code.org. For the rest of the
school year, they can deepen further at home if there is an interest in it.

After-school activities
-

Swimming; at the moment there are still spots available for swimming in the Zuiderbad on Friday
afternoon. For information and registration please send an email to: activitiesSBOS@gmail.com
Soccer training; There is still room in the after-school football class for groups 2, 3, 4 on Tuesday 2.45 pm
to 4.00 pm in the school gym. More information and registration for a trial lesson can be done via
info@movendi.nl.

ParnasSys parent & student data up to date?
It is important that we have the correct information from you in ParnasSys. Would you like to check your
data in the parent portal and, in case of incorrectness, send it to the administration by e-mail:
yvonne.verhage@amosonderwijs.nl? This mainly concerns: telephone numbers, e-mail address and
emergency number correct / present? (= a number of a family member / acquaintance that we can call if we
cannot reach you).

News from the neighborhood
Starting during spring break, the school at Van de Veldestraat 3, Cornelis Vrijschool, will be redesigned. The
students and teachers from that school will be housed on the other side of the Museumplein for a year. The
building will be flush, with the exception of the exterior facades. The building is being completely rebuilt
behind the facade. This renovation also has consequences for Schreuder Institute: the passage between P.C.
Hooftstraat and Jan Luijkenstraat will be closed (is building site) and the fenced play location becomes
building site / storage site. On Monday and Friday our gym is in use for Cornelis Vrijschool (9:00 am - 3:15
pm)
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It has been agreed with the contractor that there is no supply and removal of materials between 8:00 AM
and 9:00 AM and between 2:30 PM and 3:30 PM so that Schreuder's parents can safely bring the children to
school and pick them up.
When you use the passage from P.C. Hooftstraat is therefore important to choose a different (safe) route. If
there are any issues that endanger the safety of you or the children, please contact Femmie. She will then
record this with Cornelis Vrijschool.

Musical project Schouwburg Amstelveen 17 to 20 February 2020 | 10:00 to 15:00
FOR THE SECOND TIME IN THE SCHOUWBURG AMSTELVEEN;
BECOME A MUSICALSTER IN 4 DAYS! Do you like singing, dancing and
acting and are you between 6 and 12 years old? This spring holiday
the Musical4daagse returns due to success in collaboration with the Schouwburg Amstelveen. Make a
musical in 4 days for a real audience. No experience required!
The unique concept gives children from the age of six the opportunity to follow a one-time musical training
during the holidays. Both the rehearsals and the presentation take place in the Schouwburg Amstelveen. For
whom? Everyone with a passion for singing, dancing and acting can participate! Children from 6 to 12 years
can register for the Musical 4 days. You can register until 3 February 2020 via the website:
www.musical4daagse.nl. Please note, there is only limited space! Costs for 4 days: € 157.95 More
information: Website: www.musical4daagse.nl Email: info@musical4daagse.nl Youtube:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2iNGY29xnVc

Found objects gymnastics
On February 14th we will take all gym clothes, sneakers etc that have been left behind
in the changing rooms to a good cause. If your child misses something, you can check
the wooden cabinet next to the gym before that date.
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Participation Council (parents)

Parent Council:

Frank Reef: chairman

Tessa Reef: chairwoman

Bram Wijngaarden: secretary

All class parents have a seat on the Parent Council.

Participation Council (personnel):

Confidential advisor AMOS:

Ellen van de Geer (group 7/8A)

Minke Fuijkschot: m.fuijkschot@hetabc.nl

Jacobien Gerbrandy (group 3)
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